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Testing the limits of the applicability of quantum mechanics will deepen our understanding of the universe
and may shed light on the interplay between quantum mechanics and gravity. At present there is a wide
range of approaches for such macroscopic tests spanning from matter-wave interferometry of large molecules
to precision measurements of heating rates in the motion of micro-scale cantilevers. The “displacemon” is
a proposed electromechanical device consisting of a mechanical resonator flux-coupled to a superconducting
qubit enabling generation and readout of mechanical quantum states. In the original proposal, the mechanical
resonator was a carbon nanotube, containing 106 nucleons. Here, in order to probe quantum mechanics at
a more macroscopic scale, we propose using an aluminium mechanical resonator on two larger mass scales,
one inspired by the Marshall-Simon-Penrose-Bouwmeester moving-mirror proposal, and one set by the Planck
mass. For such a device, we examine the experimental requirements needed to perform a more macroscopic
quantum test and thus feasibly detect the decoherence effects predicted by two objective collapse models:
Diósi-Penrose and continuous spontaneous localization. Our protocol for testing these two theories takes
advantage of the displacemon architecture to create non-Gaussian mechanical states out of equilibrium with
their environment and then analyzing the measurement statistics of a superconducting qubit. We find that
with improvements to the fabrication and vibration sensitivities of these electromechanical devices, the dis-
placemon device provides a new route to feasibly test decoherence mechanisms beyond standard quantum
theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum measurement problem and the quantum-
to-classical interface has been much debated since the in-
ception of quantum mechanics. This debate has sparked
numerous questions such as: “Is there a limit to the ex-
tent that the Schrödinger equation may be applied?” and:
“What are the mechanisms that cause a coherent quan-
tum superposition to lose its interference features and re-
sult in classical behaviour?”. This debate and these par-
ticular questions explore the two key dynamical processes
in quantum mechanics, namely the linear deterministic
Schrödinger evolution and the nonlinear stochastic wave-
function collapse owing to a measurement. Several differ-
ent physical interpretations of these two processes have
become popular among various groups within the physics
and philosophy communities. However it is often very
difficult or even impossible to experimentally distinguish
between these differing views of the world.

One resolution to the measurement problem and the
quantum-to-classical interface is provided by objective
collapse theories. These propose physical mechanisms,
not encompassed by standard Schrödinger evolution,
which cause wavefunctions to collapse without the need
for collapse by a measurement.

Following early progress in modifying the Schrödinger
equation1–4, spontaneous localization models were stud-
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ied by Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber (GRW)5. GRW
theory satisfies the requirements of a physical collapse
model with the key ingredient being that an N -particle
wavefunction ψN (x1, . . . , xN ) experiences a spontaneous
Gaussian localization with the effect of premultiplying
it by an operator of the form exp(−(X − xk)

2/(2r2)),
where r is the localisation length and X is the posi-
tion operator. These Gaussian jumps happen at ran-
domly distributed times with a mean rate λ which is
chosen to preserve unitary time evolution for microscopic
systems, but importantly accounts for classical features
emerging as the number of particles in an object is in-
creased6. A further refinement of this type of collapse
theory combines the ideas of stochastic dynamical reduc-
tion together with GRW to obtain continuous sponta-
neous localization (CSL)7, which is now a widely stud-
ied model. In contrast to GRW theory, CSL assumes
the localization operations happen continuously in time.
Like GRW, CSL behaviour is characterised by two phe-
nomenological parameters, the collapse rate λCSL and the
localization length rCSL. The goal of many experimental
tests of CSL is to impose bounds on these constants. To
this end, rCSL = 100 nm and λCSL = 10−8±2 have been
identified as an interesting part of parameter space to
explore8–11.

Another contender to reconcile the issues presented by
the measurement problem, offered by Diósi12,13 and later
rederived through a different line of reasoning by Pen-
rose14, is now referred to as Diósi-Penrose (DP) collapse.
This gravity-induced collapse model is argued by Penrose
to arise from the incompatibility of the theories of gen-
eral relativity and quantum mechanics. The essence of
the theory is that for a massive particle in a superposition
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of two well-localised states, each state has an associated
space-time geometry leading to a conflict with Einstein’s
theory of general covariance15. This superposition of dif-
fering gravitational fields leads to an instability which
induces wave-function collapse after a characteristic life-
time tDP. To quantify the difference between two space-
times, Penrose has suggested using the gravitational self-
energy from classical physics EG, and relating this to tDP

via tDP = ℏ/EG.

Tests of objective collapse models aim to detect
deviations from standard quantum theory. Non-
interferometric tests focus on sensing the additional
sources of decoherence which are predicted by collapse
models, usually in the form of heating. Searching
for this excess noise has led to experimental realisa-
tions including test masses on ultracold cantilevers16,
underground tests17, and entangling macroscopic dia-
monds18,19. Meanwhile, a host of non-interferometric ex-
periments have been proposed using a range of platforms
including optomechanics20, superconducting devices21,
ultracold atoms22, and levitated nanospheres23. Notably
in optomechanics, building on the Bose-Jacobs-Knight
proposal24, the Marshall-Simon-Penrose-Bouwmeester
mirror-superposition scheme proposes how to study spa-
tial superposition states involving 1014 atoms25. On the
other hand, interferometric tests strive to create large su-
perpositions with increasingly massive objects in order to
probe the quantum-to-classical transition26; these exper-
iments include atom interferometry27, superpositions of
large molecules28,29, interferometry of free-falling nano-
particles30, and also proposals with ultracold atomic sys-
tems31. Meanwhile, electromechanical devices have been
used in several experiments that, while not testing col-
lapse models directly, nevertheless probe fundamental as-
pects of quantum behaviour, such as coherent exchange
between a mechanical resonator and a qubit32, and en-
tanglement between a resonator and a microwave field33

or another resonator34. Moreover, there is growing evi-
dence that electromechanical devices are a viable route
for tests of collapse, particularly with mechanical oscilla-
tors coupled to superconducting circuits35.

In this work we provide an experimental scheme to
probe collapse models using the displacemon platform36.
This device consists of a vibrating nanobeam coupled to
a superconducting qubit such that operations performed
on the qubit allow us to generate non-Gaussian states of
the centre-of-mass of the mechanical system. We begin
with a brief overview of this device and the qubit opera-
tions required to produce mechanical superpositions. A
scheme is then presented that allows us to monitor the de-
coherence of these large-scale mechanical superpositions
via qubit measurement and thereby test for sources of
decoherence that could be attributed to DP or CSL col-
lapse theories. We carefully examine the feasibility of
our protocol given current and near-term experimental
parameters and find that with technical improvements in
isolating the device from vibrational noise, the displace-
mon device provides an experimentally viable route for

testing DP and CSL models of objective collapse beyond
existing bounds.

II. GRATING OPERATIONS WITH THE
DISPLACEMON

A. Relationship between the displacemon and a
conventional matter-wave interferometer

A matter-wave interferometer works by passing the
test particle through a series of diffraction gratings and
then measuring its position. A well-known example is
the electron double-slit interferometer. Quantum super-
position manifests itself as a series of spatial fringes,
which arise from interference between different paths a
particle could take through the gratings. This kind of
matter-wave interferometry, now realised using increas-
ingly massive test particles in sophisticated interferome-
ters, allows the most stringent interferometry-based ex-
clusions of spontaneous collapse theories37. The largest
mass tested so far is 27,000 amu, surviving in a super-
position for 7 ms29. However, this mass is still too small
to test gravitational decoherence and some theories of
spontaneous collapse.
Progress in this area continues to be rapid, but to ex-

plore the gravitational-decohererence scale using conven-
tional matter-wave interferometers, two major challenges
need to be addressed. First, as test masses become larger,
it becomes increasingly difficult to create suitable diffrac-
tion gratings. Existing state-of-the-art interferometers
use finely patterned membranes in the first and final step.
However, the test particles interact with these gratings
by van der Waals interaction, which becomes stronger as
the particle diameter increases and introduces unwanted
smearing of the wavefunction38. Future proposed inter-
ferometers will use all-optical gratings30, but here the
large mismatch between the optical wavelength and the
de Broglie wavelength of a massive test particle imposes
other stringent requirements on the interferometer. The
second challenge is the requirement for the particle to
evolve in free-fall, so that the wavefunction has time to
spread out before the final measurement.
The displacemon36 provides an approach to circum-

vent both these challenges by using as its test particle a
doubly-clamped cantilever coupled to a superconducting
qubit. The key idea is to create a synthetic diffraction
grating, realised through a series of operations on the
qubit. Figure 1(a) summarises the principle, and how
it relates to a conventional matter-wave interferometer.
In a conventional interferometer, a test particle moving
along the axis of the interferometer encounters a series
of gratings, each of which either blocks it or allows it to
pass. (In an optical grating, the particle may be ejected
from the apparatus rather than blocked, but the effect is
the same.) Each grating effectively performs a projective
measurement of the particle’s position, in a basis that
contains the states {“blocked”, “passed”}39. The process
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of passing through the gratings and then registering the
particle’s position is thus equivalent to a series of projec-
tive position measurements, with the final measurement
outcome recorded only if all previous measurements have
projected to “passed” (i.e. the particle makes it through
the interferometer unimpeded). Figure 1(a-b) illustrates
this equivalence.

B. The displacemon protocol

The Hamiltonian of the flux coupled qubit-resonator
system is

H = ℏ
ωq

2
σz + ℏΩa†a+ ℏλ(t)(a+ a†)σz , (1)

where ωq is the bare qubit frequency, σz is the Pauli
operator operating in the qubit basis with eigenvectors
|+⟩ and |−⟩, and λ is the qubit-mechanical coupling pa-
rameter, which may depend on time t. The mechani-
cal resonator has creation (annihilation) operator a (a†)
and mechanical frequency Ω/2π. The displacement is

X ≡ XZP(a + a†), where XZP ≡
√
ℏ/2mΩ. The inter-

action between the mechanical oscillator and the qubit
shifts the energy splitting of the qubit by an amount
proportional to the mechanical displacement (Fig. 1(c)).

In the simplest implementation, the required projective
measurement is realised as follows (Fig. 1(d)):

i. The qubit is prepared in an eigenstate (|+⟩ +

|−⟩)/
√
2.

ii. The system evolves under the Hamiltonian (1) for
time τR. In the qubit’s rotating frame, it precesses
at a rate proportional to the mechanical displace-
ment X. (In the parameter regime considered here,
the mechanical frequency is small enough that the
particle can be assumed stationary during this step.
Ref. 36 explains how the protocol should be modi-
fied if this assumption is violated.) At the end of
this step, the accumulated qubit precession is

Θ = λ
X

XZP
τR . (2)

iii. The qubit is subjected to a π/2 rotation about a
horizontal axis and is projectively measured in the
{|+⟩ , |−⟩} basis. The probability to obtain the result
|+⟩ is

p+ = cos2 Θ . (3)

Conditioning on this outcome (i.e. analysing subse-
quent data only in those experimental runs for which
this outcome was obtained) therefore projects the
particle’s displacement as shown in Fig. 1(b), thus
realising an effective grating. Conditioning on |−⟩
results in a π phase-shifted interference fringe.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Y

Opacity

“passed” “blocked”

X

X

t

“passed” “blocked”

X
Resonator

Qubit

(i) Qubit preparation (ii) Evolution (iii) Qubit projection and    
     measurement

FIG. 1. Implementing an effective diffraction grating. (a) A
transmission grating as in a conventional matter-wave inter-
ferometer. Particle trajectories in the (X,Y ) plane pass or
are blocked depending whether they align with a slit or with
the opaque region between slits. The encounter with the grat-
ing is a projective measurement, initially into the two states
“passed” and “blocked”. (b) An effective grating realised by
a projective measurement. Selecting based on the measure-
ment filter Υ†Υ(X) (see text) passes only those trajectories
of the particle that align with the “slits” in the effective grat-
ing. (c) Schematic of the coupled resonator-qubit device used
to realise this operation. The resonator’s displacement X
shifts the energy levels of the qubit with a strength given by
the coupling rate λ. (d) The grating protocol, which realises
this measurement filter, illustrated via rotations on the Bloch
sphere in the qubit’s rotating frame. (i) The qubit is prepared
in a superposition state. (ii) It precesses around the equa-
tor. At the end of this evolution it has precessed by an angle
Θ which is proportional to the instantaneous displacement.
(iii) After a further rotation, the qubit state is measured. If
the displacement is such as to induce an integer number of
rotations, the qubit is likely to be found in state |+⟩; if the
displacement induces a half-integer number of rotations, the
qubit is likely to be found as |−⟩. This creates the periodic
effective grating shown in (b).

In a conventional interferometer, the particle encoun-
ters gratings that are located at different positions along
its path (Fig. 1(a)). In the displacemon, the effective
grating is turned on and off in time (Fig. 1(b)). In both
cases, state preparation of the matter degree of freedom
manifests itself as a diffraction pattern in the transverse
coordinate X.
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III. THE DEVICE

We now explain the proposed device in detail and ob-
tain expressions for each of the quantities in the Hamil-
tonian (1).

A. The resonator

The resonator is modelled as a superconducting beam
with length ℓ, a square cross-section, and side length D
(Fig. 2(d)). For simplicity, we assume that the beam has
been fabricated without tension. Its motion is described
by the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation40:(

ρ0D
2 ∂

2

∂t2
+
ED4

12

∂4

∂Z4

)
u(Z, t) = 0 , (4)

where u(Z, t) is the displacement profile of the beam as
a function of time t and coordinate along the beam Z,
with Z = 0 being the centre. Here ρ0 is the density of
the beam and E is its Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio has been neglected.

To solve for the frequency of the fundamental displace-
ment mode, we write

u(Z, t) = u0(Z)e
iΩt , (5)

which means that u0(Z) must satisfy

d4

dZ4
u0(Z) = k4u0(Z) , (6)

where

k ≡
(
12Ω2 ρ0

ED2

)1/4

. (7)

The solution, respecting the boundary conditions
u0(±ℓ/2) = 0 and normalising40 so that

∫
u20(Z) dZ = 1,

is

u0(Z) =
√
2
cos kℓ

2 cosh kZ − cosh kℓ
2 cos kZ√

cos2 kℓ
2 + cosh2 kℓ

2

. (8)

The additional boundary conditions u′0(±ℓ/2) = 0 con-
strain k to obey

cos
kℓ

2
sinh

kℓ

2
+ cosh

kℓ

2
sin

kℓ

2
= 0, (9)

whose lowest solution is kℓ ≈ 4.730. Substituting this so-
lution into Eq. (7) gives the frequency of the fundamental
mode:

Ω ≈ 6.47
D

ℓ2

√
E

ρ0
. (10)

An ideal square beam has two degenerate fundamental
modes corresponding to orthogonal directions of motion.

However, only the out-of-plane mode couples strongly to
the qubit.41 Furthermore, fabrication imperfections will
generally break the degeneracy of the two modes. (If
necessary, this can be enforced by designing the beam
width to be different from its thickness.) We therefore
consider only the out-of-plane mode in the rest of this
work.

B. The qubit

The qubit is based on the split concentric transmon
design42. Figure 2 shows how this design relates to the
conventional transmon43,44. A conventional transmon
(Fig. 2(a)) consists of two superconducting islands cou-
pled via a capacitance C in parallel with a Josephson
junction. The Josephson junction acts as an effective
non-linear inductor, meaning that the transmon is an
anharmonic LC resonator whose two lowest states form
the qubit basis. The qubit frequency is

ωq =
1

ℏ
√

8ECEJ , (11)

where EC ≡ e2/2C is the charging energy and EJ is
the Josephson energy. Clearly, if EJ depends on X, this
realises the qubit-mechanical coupling envisaged in Sec-
tion II B.
One way to introduce such a coupling is to replace the

single Josephson junction by a pair of junctions forming a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID),
making a ‘split transmon’45 (Fig. 1(b)). Assuming each
junction has Josephson energy E0

J/2, the Josephson en-
ergy of the combined junctions is

EJ = E0
J

∣∣∣∣cos πΦΦ0

∣∣∣∣ , (12)

where Φ is the magnetic flux through the SQUID loop
and Φ0 ≡ h/2e is the superconducting flux quantum. If
a superconducting beam is introduced into one arm of
the loop and the qubit is operated in a static magnetic
field, then the displacement of the beam modulates Φ and
therefore EJ. Electromechanical coupling between a vi-
brating beam and a transmon was recently demonstrated
using this principle46.
A drawback of the circuit in Fig. 2(b) is that the qubit

is sensitive to magnetic field noise, which modulates Φ.
To mitigate this, the design is modified so that it con-
tains two flux loops (Fig. 2(c)), meaning that the two
islands of the transmon are now the inner and outer cir-
cles. Figure 1(d) sketches a realisation of this circuit.
The effective Josephson energy is42

EJ = E0
J

∣∣∣∣cos π∆Φ

2Φ0

∣∣∣∣ , (13)

where ∆Φ ≡ Φ1−Φ2 is the difference in enclosed flux be-
tween the two loops. From Eq. (11), the qubit frequency
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(a) (c) (d)

D

Resonator Junctions
Resonator

EJ(X)

(b)

B||

X

Z

motion

FIG. 2. Evolution of the displacemon design (a) Principle of a mechanically coupled transmon qubit. The transmon is an LC
resonator in which the inductance is provided by a Josephson junction. If the Josephson energy EJ(X) depends on mechanical
displacement, then so does the qubit frequency. (b) The mechanical dependence can be introduced by replacing the single
Josephson junction by a SQUID. The Josephson energy now depends on the flux through the SQUID, which in turn depends
on the displacement. (c) The displacemon design takes an additional step to decouple the qubit from homogeneous magnetic
field fluctuations, which would otherwise perturb EJ. That step is to incorporate two enclosed flux regions, so that the qubit
energy depends on the flux difference between them, which is changed when the beam vibrates in a magnetic field, The two
electrodes of the capacitor are the inner and outer circles. (d) Sketch of the displacemon analysed in this paper. Dark gray:
fixed superconductor; Red: Vibrating superconducting beam; Green: Josephson junctions; Light gray: insulating substrate.
Inset is a zoom-in on the moving resonator.

is therefore

ωq = ω0
q

√∣∣∣∣cos π∆Φ

2Φ0

∣∣∣∣, (14)

where

ω0
q =

1

ℏ

√
8E0

JEC (15)

is the qubit frequency when ∆Φ = 0. The flux differ-
ence ∆Φ(t), and therefore the qubit frequency, can be
tuned using a small quasi-static perpendicular field gra-
dient generated by an on-chip bias coil.

Such a qubit can be initialised, controlled, and mea-
sured using standard techniques of circuit quantum elec-
trodynamics (cQED)44. In summary, the simplest ini-
tialisation is by thermal relaxation to the ground state
|+⟩. Coherent control is achieved by applying microwave
bursts resonant with ωq. Projective readout in the σz
basis is achieved by coupling the qubit to an off-resonant
cavity and measuring the state-dependent change to the
cavity’s resonant frequency.

C. Qubit-resonator coupling

The coupling described by Eq. (1) arises if the qubit
frequency given by Eq. (14) depends on the beam’s dis-
placement. This occurs in the presence of an in-plane
magnetic field B||, applied orthogonal to the beam axis
(Fig. 1(d)). In the presence of such a field, a displacement
X in the fundamental mode changes the flux difference

by an amount

δΦ =
d(∆Φ))

dX
X (16)

= β0B||ℓX , (17)

where

β0 ≡
∫ ℓ/2

−ℓ/2

u0(Z) dZ (18)

≈ 0.831 (19)

is a geometrical coupling factor that relates the displace-
ment of the beam to the area it sweeps out.
Applying Eq. (16) to Eq. (14) gives

dωq

dX
=

dωq

d(∆Φ)

d(∆Φ)

dX
(20)

= −ω0
q

πβ0
2

ℓB||

Φ0

sin π∆Φ
2Φ0√∣∣∣cos π∆Φ
2Φ0

∣∣∣ . (21)

This allows us to calculate the electromechanical coupling
rate in Eq. (1):

λ(t) ≡ XZP

2

dωq

dX
(22)

= −ω0
q

πβ0
4

XZPℓB||

Φ0

sin π∆Φ(t)
2Φ0√∣∣∣cos π∆Φ(t)
2Φ0

∣∣∣ sgn
(
cos π∆Φ(t)

2Φ0

)
(23)

= −ωq
πβ0
4

XZPℓB||

Φ0
tan

π∆Φ(t)

2Φ0
, (24)
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where the time dependence arises through the tunable
flux offset ∆Φ(t).
In principle, Eq. (24) allows arbitrarily large λ(t).

In practice, the inevitable asymmetry between the two
Josephson junctions has the effect of limiting the useful

range of ∆Φ, meaning that the tan π∆Φ(t)
2Φ0

factor is likely
to be of order unity.

D. Physical parameters

We consider two realisations of the device in Fig. 2,
with different levels of ambition. The parameters of these
devices are shown in Table I. Device A is designed to have
the same mass as the vibrating mirror in the Marshall-
Simon-Penrose-Bouwmeester proposal to test for gravita-
tional collapse25. Device B is designed to have the Planck
mass. The dimensions of Devices A and B are chosen to
be within the capabilities of microfabrication; obviously,
other combinations of length and width could be chosen
to give the same mass. For both devices, the mechanical
quality factor is taken to be Q = 1.1 × 106, the same as
in Ref. 46 and typical for aluminium nanobeams.

The qubit frequency is set by the geometry (which
determines EC) and the Josephson junction parameters
(which determine EJ). We again take parameters close
to those experimentally measured in Ref. 46 by assum-
ing ω0

q/2π = 8 GHz and ωq/2π = 6 GHz, which requires
∆Φ ≈ 0.620Φ0.

IV. NON-GAUSSIAN MECHANICAL STATE
PREPARATION: THE ACTION OF THE “GRATING”

We now consider the evolution of the resonator follow-
ing the conditioning step described in Section II B. The
spatial wavefunction of the conditioned state is propor-
tional to the initial wavefunction multiplied by a sinusoid,
meaning that the effective grating performs the transfor-
mation36:

|ψ⟩M → Υ+ |ψ⟩M = R(Ωt) cos

(
|α| X

XZP

)
|ψ⟩M . (25)

Here |ψ⟩M is the mechanical wavefunction, Υ+ is a mea-

surement operator, R(θ) ≡ e−iθa†a is the resonator rota-
tion operator, and

α ≡ i

∫
eiΩt′λ(t′)dt′. (26)

For a derivation of Eq. (25), see our previous proposal36.
Multiplying the wavefunction by a sinusoid is equivalent
to dividing it into two branches, one of which has received
an impulse +ℏ|α|/XZP and the other which has received
−ℏ|α|/XZP. After a quarter of a mechanical period, the
centroids of these two branches are spatially separated

by a distance

∆X =
2ℏ|α|
mΩXZP

(27)

= 4|α|XZP . (28)

The largest separation will occur if |α| is maximised. In
Eq. (26), the time integral extends at most over the qubit
decoherence time T ∗

2 , since otherwise the qubit fringes
required to create the effective grating are washed out.
Thus, during the qubit precession step, if λ(t) is set to its
largest accessible value λmax, then the largest accessible
separation is

∆Xmax = 4T ∗
2 λonXZP . (29)

Taking ∆Φ = 0.620Φ0 during this step, as explained in
Section IIID, gives

λon = −1.16× ωq

β0XZPℓB||

Φ0
, (30)

and therefore

α = −1.16i× ωqT
∗
2

β0XZPℓB||

Φ0
, (31)

and

∆Xmax = 4.64× ωqT
∗
2

β0X
2
ZPℓB||

Φ0
(32)

= 2.32× ωqT
∗
2

ℏ
mΩ

β0ℓB||

Φ0
. (33)

V. TESTING COLLAPSE MODELS

A. Conventional decoherence

In the standard theory of quantum mechanics, the
thermal decoherence of the mechanical state ρ may be
modelled by the Caldeira–Leggett master equation

ρ̇ = − i

ℏ
[H0, ρ]−

iγ

ℏ
[X, {P, ρ}]−Dth[X, [X, ρ]], (34)

which describes quantum Brownian motion6. The first
term in Eq. (34) describes unitary evolution of the me-
chanical oscillator with Hamiltonian H0 = ℏΩa†a, while
the term −iγ[X, {P, ρ}]/ℏ describes dissipation, which
occurs over a timescale 1/γ = Q/Ω.
The final term −Dth[X, [X, ρ]] in Eq. (34) describes

momentum diffusion and leads to the decoherence of
quantum superpositions. Namely, the effect of this term
is to cause spatial superpositions of size 2∆X to decohere
over a timescale48

tth =
1

4Dth(∆X)2
. (35)

Here, the thermal decoherence rate is Dth =
2mγkBTeff/ℏ2 and the thermal occupation of the oscil-
lator is N̄ = kBTeff/ℏΩ, which is valid in the limit6
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TABLE I. Parameters of the devices considered here, both suspended aluminium beams. Device A is designed to have the
same mass as the vibrating mirror proposed in Ref. 25. Device B is designed to have the Planck mass. For both devices, the
magnetic field is assumed to be B|| = 4 mT, since that field is found not to affect transmon operation in Ref. 46, and the

qubit dephasing time is taken as T ∗
2 = 1 µs, which is typical of optimised transmons47. Material parameters for aluminium are

density ρ0 = 2700 kg m−3 and Young’s modulus E = 68 GPa. († To properly distinguish between CSL and purely thermal
decoherence, device B requires a smaller |α| which can be achieved by reducing B|| by a factor of ∼400 to ∼0.01 mT.)

Parameter Device A Device B

Beam width D (m) 1× 10−6 1× 10−5

Beam length ℓ (m) 1.9× 10−3 8× 10−2

Mass m (kg) 5.1× 10−12 2.2× 10−8

Frequency Ω/2π (Hz) 1400 8.1

Zero-point amplitude XZP (m) 3.4× 10−14 6.9× 10−15

Electromechanical coupling |λon|/2π (Hz) 7.2× 105 6.2× 106

Grating parameter |α| 4.5 39 (0.1†)

Maximum separation after single grating ∆Xmax (m) 6.1× 10−13 1.1× 10−12

Energy of gravitational incompatibility (Eq. (45)) EG (eV) 3.8× 10−14 1.6× 10−10

Corresponding gravitational lifetime tDP (s) 1.8× 10−2 4.2× 10−6

Energy of gravitational incompatibility (Eq. (46)) EG (eV) 3.4× 10−15 7.0× 10−11

Corresponding gravitational lifetime tDP (s) 1.9× 10−2 9.4× 10−6

Energy of gravitational incompatibility (Eq. (50)) EG (eV) 1.4× 10−19 1.9× 10−15

Corresponding gravitational lifetime tDP (s) 4.7× 103 3.4× 10−1

kBTeff ≫ ℏΩ. Here, Teff is the effective temperature of
the environment, which incorporates the cryogenic tem-
perature and other effects such as ambient mechanical
noise, which we discuss further in Section VII.

A term −DP[P, [P, ρ] may be added to Eq. (34) to
bring the dynamics into Lindblad form49, where P is the
mechanical momentum operator. This term describes
spatial diffusion at a rate DP = γ/(8mkBTeff). How-
ever, in the temperature regime considered in this work,
kBTeff ≫ ℏΩ, this term is negligible. We use the corre-
sponding Langevin equations, which describe this quan-
tum Brownian motion in the Heisenberg picture, in or-
der to solve for the open-system dynamics of the me-
chanical state in Section VI. This enables us to properly
model the effects of dissipation and quantum decoherence
while avoiding any violation of positivity when solving
Eq. (34) at short times with a non-negligible spatial dif-
fusion term50.

B. Diósi-Penrose collapse

In Diósi-Penrose theory14,51, the collapse of a superpo-
sition arises from the difference in the mass distributions
ρ(r) and ρ′(r) in the two branches. The lifetime of a
superposition is

tDP =
ℏ
EG

, (36)

FIG. 3. Cartoon interpretation of the displacemon resonator
in a spatial superpositon of size 2∆X. Here, ∆X is the root-
mean-square displacement of the beam from its equilibrium
position. The resonator is a cuboid of volume V = ℓD2

with inter-atomic distance given by a = 2.9 × 10−10m for
aluminium. Since the majority of an atom’s mass resides in
the nucleus, the gravitational radius σnuc labels the nuclear
radius (although this parameter is subject to debate; see Sec-
tion VB1).

where15

EG ≡ 4πGγDP

∫∫
[ρ(r)− ρ′(r)][ρ(r′)− ρ′(r′)]

|r− r′|
d3r d3r′

(37)
parameterizes the incompatibility of the space-time gen-
erated by the two branches of the superposition, and r
and r′ are spatial coordinates. Equation (37) is propor-
tional to the gravitational self-energy of the difference be-
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tween the two mass distributions, and γDP is a constant15

which takes the value γDP = 1/8π if |EG| is equal to the
gravitational self-energy (rather than only proportional
to it).

For the devices considered here, the spatial separation
2∆X is much smaller than the distance between adjacent
atoms a. (Compare Table I with the nearest-neighbour
distance in aluminium, which is a = 2.9×10−10 m.) This
means that Eq. (37) can be broken down into a sum of
self-energies created by the individual nuclei, each in a
superposition:

EG ≈
∑
i

E
(1)
G (2∆Xi) . (38)

Here E
(1)
G (2∆Xi) is the self-energy of the superposition

of a single nucleus separated by 2∆Xi, which is the sepa-
ration of the entire beam at the location of the ith nucleus
(see Fig. 3). Since

Xi(Z, t) = X(t)u0(Zi), (39)

with u0(Z) defined by Eq. (8), Eq. (38) becomes

EG(t) = 8πγDP
D2ρ0
ma

∫
E

(1)
G (2X(t)u0(Z)) dZ (40)

where ρ0 and ma are the density and atomic mass of the
material from which the beam is made. The factor 2
takes account of the fact that the two branches of the
wavefunction correspond to beam displacements in dif-
ferent directions.

A full expression for E
(1)
G is given in Ref. 52; modelling

the nuclei as hard spheres with radius σ, it is

E
(1)
G (2∆Xi) = 8πγDPGm

2
a

(
6

5σ
− 1

2∆Xi

)
. (41)

The value of σ is the size of the nuclear mass distribution
that acts as the gravitational source. The simplest choice
is that σ is the nuclear radius, which in aluminium53 is
σnuc = 3.06× 10−15 m. Since Table I shows that ∆X ≫
σnuc, the first term in Eq. (41) dominates, meaning that

E
(1)
G ≈ 8πγDP

6

5

Gm2
a

σnuc
(42)

and therefore

EG = 8πγDP
6

5

GD2ℓρ0ma

σ
(43)

= 8πγDP
6

5

Gmma

σnuc
(44)

=
6

5

Gmma

σnuc
(45)

where m is the mass of the beam, and the last line makes
the assumption15 that γDP = 1/8π. This leads to the
predicted collapse lifetime tDP shown in Table I. Any su-
perposition in device A would collapse due to gravity in

approximately 18 ms, or 25 mechanical periods; for de-
vice B, the collapse time is much less than the mechanical
period, so that a superposition that survives even for half
a period would be enough to exclude this collapse model.
For gravitational collapse to be observable, the con-

ventional decoherence rate needs to be reduced below
the gravitational rate 1/tDP. In Section VI, we outline
a scheme to detect this decoherence rate using the dis-
placemon device.

1. Alternative choices for the gravitational radius σ

Above, we assumed that σ is the same as the nuclear
radius σnuc. It has also been suggested52 that σ should
be the radius of the ground-state wavepacket if the me-
chanical state is initialized in the ground state prior to
superposition state preparation. There are two ways of
defining this. One is to say that the wavepacket size is
equal to the beam’s zero-point amplitude, i.e. σ = XZP.
If we make the crude approximation that the wavepacket
gravitates in the same way as a uniform sphere with this
radius, then we still have ∆Xmax ≫ σ and so Eq. (45) is
modified to

EG =
6

5

Gmma

XZP
. (46)

Alternatively, the wavepacket size may be taken as the
zero-point amplitude of a single atom in the crystal,
which is

σ = X
(1)
ZP =

√
ℏ

2maΩp
(47)

≈ 8× 10−12 m in aluminium (48)

where Ωp, the maximum of the lower phonon dispersion
branch, which in aluminium54, is Ωp ≈ 2π × 3 THz. We
now have ∆Xmax < σ, and so (in the approximation
that the wavepacket still gravitates as a uniform sphere),
Eq. (41) is modified to

E
(1)
G (2∆Xi) ≈ 8πγDP

2Gm2
a(∆Xi)

2(
X

(1)
ZP

)3 (49)

which follows an expression from Ref 15, keeping only

the leading term in ∆Xi/X
(1)
ZP . A full analysis should

take into account that ∆Xi depends on both Z and t,
but in the gross approximation that ∆Xi ∼ ∆Xmax then
we find

EG ∼ 2Gmma
(∆Xmax)

2(
X

(1)
ZP

)3 (50)

again assuming γDP = 1/8π.
For completeness the gravitational energies and life-

times that follow from Eqs. (46) and (50) are listed in
Table I.
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2. Comparison to thermal decoherence rate

To observe the collapse predicted by the DP model we
require that tth > tDP. Using Eqs. (35) and (36) this
condition may be rewritten as

N̄ <
EGQ

8mΩ2(∆X)2
. (51)

The right-hand side of Eq. (51) is a function of the sepa-
ration ∆X. Note that ∆X is a dynamical variable that
varies between an initial value of zero and ∆Xmax over
one quarter of a mechanical cycle. Over this timescale,
the dissipation rate is much smaller than the mechani-
cal frequency Ω/2π and the decoherence rates, so may
be ignored. Furthermore, the separation ∆Xmax may be
controlled with the magnetic field B||. Therefore, we may
maximize Eq. (51) with respect to ∆X to estimate the
maximum thermal occupation of the environment N̄max

that still allows DP collapse to be observed, and the cor-
responding environmental temperature Tmax

eff .
To maximize the right-hand side of Eq. (51) we account

for the dependence of EG on ∆X through Eq. (41) in the
approximation ∆Xi ≈ ∆X, which is valid for ℓ ≫ D.
The term EG/(∆X)2 is then a decreasing function of ∆X
for15 ∆X ≥ σ. Hence, in the region ∆X ≥ σ we find that
Eq. (51) is maximized at ∆X = σ to give N̄ < N̄max with

N̄max = 7GmaQ/(80σ
3Ω2) . (52)

Firstly, we take the gravitational radius to be the nu-
clear radius σ = σnuc, in which case Device A requires
N̄max = 1.3 × 105 (Tmax

eff = 8.7mK) while Device B re-
quires N̄max = 3.9 × 109 (Tmax

eff = 1.5K). Secondly, we
take σ to be the zero-point amplitude of the beam σ =
XZP. In this case we find a more stringent requirement
for Device A of N̄max = 95 (Tmax

eff = 6.3µK), while De-
vice B may operate at N̄max = 3.4×108 (Tmax

eff = 0.13K).
Device B can operate at a higher effective temperature for
both choices of σ, which is attributed to the 1/Ω2 depen-
dence of N̄max. These relatively high effective tempera-
tures required by Device B are encouraging given recent
experimental progress in cooling Planck mass objects55.

Finally, we consider the case when the gravitational
radius is given by the zero-point amplitude of a single

atom in the crystal σ = X
(1)
ZP . As this corresponds to

the region ∆X < σ we take ∆X = ∆Xmax to provide
an estimate for N̄max. Combining Eqs. (50) and (51)

then gives N̄ < N̄max = GmaQ/
(
4Ω2(X

(1)
ZP )

3
)
, which

gives N̄max = 2.1 × 10−5 (Tmax
eff = 1.4 × 10−12 K) for

Device A and N̄max = 0.62 (Tmax
eff = 2.4 × 10−10 K) for

Device B. These results break our initial assumption that
kBTeff ≫ ℏΩ and do not correspond to physically realiz-
able temperatures. Hence the displacemon is not capable

of sensing DP collapse with σ = X
(1)
ZP .

Treating the constituents as uniform spheres15, the
term EG/(∆X)2 is maximized in the limit ∆X → 0,
which seems to increase the N̄ our devices can tolerate

in (51). However, we note that in this limit, both deco-
herence timescales tDP and tth tend to infinity and we
do not expect to see any collapse as there is no spatial
superposition. Furthermore, in our testing protocol—see
Section VI—in the limit ∆X → 0 the mechanical state
is initialized in a thermal state. In this limit, there is
no quantum decoherence and the thermal state simply
equilibrates with its environment.

C. Continuous Spontaneous Localisation (CSL)

In order to model the dynamical evolution of the dis-
placemon resonator under the assumptions of CSL, we
can add the term −DCSL[X, [X, ρ]] to the right-hand side
of the master equation in Eq. (34), corresponding to a
momentum diffusion process with rate DCSL. This ad-
ditional term is valid for regimes where the resonator
has an oscillation amplitude56 XZP ≪ rCSL, and would
only be detectable over conventional thermal noise if
DCSL > Dth. The geometry of the superposed macro-
scopic object dictates DCSL. Assuming that the super-
posed displacemon beam is a cuboid of length ℓ and width
D such that the volume is given by V = ℓD2, it follows
that56,57:

DCSL = λCSL
N2

n

D2
Γ1

(
D√
2rCSL

)
Γ1

(
ℓ√

2rCSL

)
× [1− e−D2/4r2CSL ] ,

(53)

where

Γ1(x) =
2

x2

[
e−x2/2 − 1 +

√
π

2
xerf

(
x√
2

)]
, (54)

and Nn (not to be confused with N̄) is the total num-
ber of nucleons that make up the resonator. Using
Nn = m/amu, we have that Nn = 3.1 × 1015 for De-
vice A, and 1.3× 1019 for Device B. The evolution of the
resonator is governed by Eq. (34) (adapted to include
CSL decoherence, as discussed) and is captured by the
following quantum Langevin equations:

Ẋ = P/m (55a)

Ṗ = −mΩ2X − γP + fth(t) + fCSL(t) , (55b)

where fth and fCSL are the stochastic force terms arising
from the standard theory of thermal decoherence, and
CSL, respectively. These operators obey the following
relations:

⟨fth(t)fth(t′)⟩ = ℏ2Dthδ(t− t′) (56a)

⟨fCSL(t)fCSL(t
′)⟩ = ℏ2DCSLδ(t− t′) (56b)

and ⟨fth(t)fCSL(t
′)⟩ = 0 at all times since the two noise

sources are uncorrelated. By exploiting qubit measure-
ments on the displacemon device, we can test the ther-
mal decoherence of a mechanical resonator and deduce
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whether the rate agrees with conventional decoherence
theory or whether there is a deviation which can be at-
tributed to a non-zero DCSL. The proposed procedure
for this is described in detail in the next section.

VI. TESTING PROTOCOL

The displacemon device has several features which can
be exploited to dynamically quantify the degree of de-
coherence of the resonator. From the statistics of qubit
measurements taken at regular time intervals one can
infer both the extent of decoherence in the mechani-
cal system and the rate at which this occurs. The fol-
lowing method should be read with CSL in mind as
it exploits the dynamical description provided by the
Langevin equations (Eqs. (A2a - A2b)). While Penrose
does not offer a dynamical description for gravity-induced
collapse, we shall demonstrate that the following protocol
can still be used to determine whether or not total deco-
herence of the mechanical state occurs on the timescale
of tDP or tth.

Our method to test the decoherence rate of a mechan-
ical superposition using the displacemon device is as fol-
lows:

1. The resonator is cooled towards its ground state us-
ing the qubit-measurement pre-cooling scheme out-
lined in Ref. 36. By using a sequence of pulses and
selecting specific qubit outcomes, we can discard
higher energy states and select the lowest-energy
thermal states. Thus, the mechanical state ρn̄ is
prepared in a thermal state with n̄ being the initial
thermal occupation number.

2. The qubit-mechanical interaction is switched on
(Eq. (1)) and a measurement of the qubit in the
state |+⟩ heralds an effective diffraction grating (see
Eq. (25)) in the mechanical system. This then leads
to a spatial mechanical superposition (as outlined
in Section IV). The post-measurement state of the
mechanical system is given by:

ρin =
Υ+ρn̄Υ

†
+

Tr[Υ†
+Υ+ρn̄]

, (57)

where the denominator is the heralding probabil-

ity of creating such a state: Tr[Υ†
+Υ+ρn̄] = (1 +

e−2(1+2n̄|α|2))/2. We neglect any mechanical de-
coherence which may occur during the implemen-
tation of the measurement operator since Υ+ is
enacted on the timescale of the qubit lifetime T ∗

2

which is much shorter than the mechanical period.

3. Following the qubit measurement outcome |+⟩, the
mechanical state ρ(t) is decoupled from the qubit
and the position and momentum operators evolve
according to Eqs. (A2a)-(A2b), in the Heisenberg
picture.

4. Finally, after a time tk, we apply a second effec-
tive grating operation Υ+ by again switching on
the qubit-mechanical interaction and measuring the
qubit in the state |+⟩. The time elapsed between
applying the first and second gratings is tk = kπ/Ω
where k is the integer number of mechanical half-
periods. By waiting for mechanical half-periods we
can neglect the R operator in Eq. (25). As the qubit
is only coupled to the mechanical system during
the fast grating operations, we are not constrained
by the qubit coherence time; a key strength of our
protocol. Over many experimental runs, we calcu-
late the probability of measuring the qubit in the
|+⟩ state at time intervals tk after it was first mea-
sured in the |+⟩ state. This conditional probabil-

ity is denoted by P (k,D) = Tr[Υ†
+Υ+ρ(tk)], where

D = Dth according to conventional decoherence
theory, or D = Dth + DCSL if we incorporate the
predictions from CSL theory. In the absence of any
decoherence effects (D = 0) this expression can be
readily evaluated to give:

P (k, 0) =
3 + 4e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2 + e−8(1+2n̄)|α|2

4(1 + e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2)
, (58)

and is bounded between [0.75, 1] for all n̄ and |α|.
Therefore, observing P (k,D) < 0.75 necessarily im-
plies the presence of decoherence either by conven-
tional means, or via an additional collapse-theory
mechanism. If P (k,D) = 0.5 then the qubit is
equally likely to be in the |+⟩ or |−⟩ state and so
the mechanical state has completely decohered.

5. Alternatively, to test DP-style collapse we can mea-
sure the timescale required for P (k,D) to reduce
to an appropriate value (depending on the initial
state) indicating that the mechanical state has un-
dergone decoherence, and compare this with the
timescales tDP and tth.

6. Note: We are interested in the probability that a
second qubit measurement yields |+⟩. As this is a
binary-outcome measurement, instances where the
second measurement is |−⟩ also contribute to our
empirical estimate of P (k,D) and so these experi-
mental runs need not be discarded.

Using this experimental recipe we can investigate how
the probability P (k,D) scales with various parameters
as we tune DCSL and Dth. From this we can identify the
regions of parameter space where the predicted effects of
CSL are greater than those of conventional decoherence
and thus can be feasibly tested.
We can derive an analytical expression for P (k,D)

by recasting it in the Heisenberg picture P (k,D) =

⟨Υ†
+(tk)Υ+(tk)⟩, where Υ+(tk) = cos(|α|X(tk)/XZP).

By inserting the solutions to the Langevin equations into
the definition of Υ+(tk) (see Eq. (25)) we expect the
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Probability of measuring the displacemon qubit in the |+⟩ state, given it was initially measured in |+⟩, as a function of
the the number of mechanical half-cycles k elapsed between the two effective gratings (see Eq. (60)). The blue line shows the
probability decaying as predicted by standard quantum mechanics with momentum diffusion rate given by D = Dth. The orange
line has incorporated the CSL decoherence rate giving a total momentum diffusion rate of D = Dth + DCSL. The red arrow
indicates the position of maximum percentage difference ∆Max we can expect between the two theories for this parameter set;
these points correspond to the orange dots in Figs. 5a - 5b. (a) Plot for Device A using the values in Table I, λCSL = 10−11 Hz
and rCSL = 10−7 m, initial mechanical occupation n̄ = 100, and a bath occupation number N̄ = 103 (or 0.07 mK). (b) Plot for
Device B, again using values from Table I, λCSL = 10−11 Hz, rCSL = 10−7 m, n̄ = 100, and N̄ = 5× 106 (or 1.9 mK).

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Maximum percentage difference ∆Max between the probabilities predicted by standard quantum mechanics versus CSL
theory, found by maximising Eq. (61) with respect to k. Results are plotted as a function of λCSL and bath thermal occupation
number N̄ , with the equivalent effective temperature Teff shown along the top axis. (a) Plot for Device A using parameters in
the corresponding column of Table I. (b) Plot for Device B, again using parameters in the corresponding column of Table I.
For both plots we use rCSL = 10−7 m and assume the mechanical resonator has been pre-cooled to a thermal state with initial
occupation number n̄ = 100. The light yellow indicates regions of parameter space which we expect to be most sensitive to
CSL effects as they exhibit the greatest deviation from standard quantum theory. The grey exclusion region, demarcated by
the black line, indicates that DCSL < Dth, meaning that the effects of CSL cannot be detected above thermal decoherence. The
red horizontal lines show Adler’s suggested theoretical parameters for λCSL (and rCSL). The orange dots correspond to the
parameters used in Figs. 4a-4b which explicitly show the decay of the probabilities P (k,Dth) and P (k,Dth +DCSL) with time.

probability to decay with k according to:

P (k,D) =
1

2
+

1

2
P0(tk) exp

[
− 8D|α|2 (1− e−kπγ/Ω)

γ(4 + γ/Ω)

]
.

(59)
For a derivation of this formula see Appendix A. In
regimes, such as ours, with high quality factors Q =

Ω/γ ≫ 1 we can make the following approximation

P (k,D) ≈ 1

2
+

1

2
P0(k) exp

(
− 2D|α|2 kπ

Ω

)
, (60)

demonstrating that the probability decays exponentially
with time towards a value of 0.5. The slowly-decaying
envelope function P0(k) (defined in Eq. (A6) of Ap-
pendix A) determines the initial probability P (0,D) and
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depends on k, the grating parameter |α|, and the prop-
erties of the mechanical oscillator γ, Ω, and n̄.
The theoretical decay of the probabilities P (k,Dth)

and P (k,Dth + DCSL) are plotted for Devices A and
B in Figs. 4a and 4b. For these plots, the CSL decay
rate has been calculated assuming rCSL = 10−7m and
λCSL = 10−11 Hz (a factor of 103 times smaller than
Adler’s predicted value9, thus probing a more challenging
region of parameter space). The mechanical parameters
and |α| have been set to the values given in Table I. The
probability in Eq. (60) decays exponentially with |α|2
and measurements are only performed after at least half
a mechanical period has elapsed. Accordingly, we have
used |α| = 0.1 for Device B so that CSL is properly dis-
tinguishable from purely thermal decoherence; this can
be achieved by setting B|| = 0.01 mT (see Eq. (31)).
The initial thermal occupation numbers of the resonators
are set to n̄ = 100, assuming both devices have been
pre-cooled. The bath environment is assumed to have a
thermal occupation number N̄ = kBTeff/(ℏΩ) with val-
ues N̄ = 103 (equivalent to an effective temperature of
0.07 mK) for Device A and N̄ = 5 × 106 (or 1.9 mK)
for Device B. We have chosen these values of N̄ for these
plots in order to most clearly visually demonstrate the ex-
ponential decay of P (k,D). However, we discuss below
the experimental challenge of achieving such low temper-
atures, and the interplay between the bath temperature
and testable CSL parameters.

To maximally distinguish between decoherence effects
in standard quantum theory versus CSL, we can inves-
tigate the percentage difference between the expected
probabilities of a second |+⟩ qubit measurement as pre-
dicted by the two theories:

∆ = 2
P (k,Dth)− P (k,Dth +DCSL)

P (k,Dth) + P (k,Dth +DCSL)
. (61)

For this we use the full analytic result for P (k,D) given
in Eq. (59). As we scan the discrete variable k (i.e. vary
the time between applying the two diffraction gratings)
we can find the maximum percentage difference between
the two probabilities ∆Max for different values of Dth and
DCSL. This quantity is plotted as a function of λCSL and
N̄ for Devices A and B in Figs. 5a and 5b, using the
parameters in Table I. As before, we have used initial
resonator occupation numbers of n̄ = 100. We only con-
sider N̄ > n̄ = 100 as we expect the bath to always be
warmer than the device itself.

For both devices, Fig. 5 shows that one should expect
appreciable differences between P (k,D) for the two the-
ories, provided sufficiently low environmental tempera-
tures can be achieved. Device B is more suitable for
probing lower λCSL values at more feasible bath temper-
atures. One can see that even at N̄ = 2×107 (a possibly
feasible effective temperature of 7.7mK), we expect De-
vice B to exhibit at least an ≈ 5% difference between
CSL and standard quantum theory for λCSL > 10−10 Hz.
In contrast, much lower bath temperatures are required
for Device A to probe similar CSL rates. To confidently

distinguish between CSL and standard thermal decoher-
ence we require DCSL > Dth ∝ 2N̄Ω/Q and so have only
included the region in which this is true. Since DCSL is
directly proportional to λCSL, the smallest value of λCSL

that we can conclusively probe is proportional to the me-
chanical frequency Ω, which is much higher for Device A.
While we have focused on the displacemon device,

we note that in principle our testing protocol is appli-
cable to other optomechanical platforms that achieve
an equivalent measurement operator to Eq. (25). For
example, pulsed optomechanics58 provides a path to
achieve such operations59 and grow large spatial super-
positions60. In this case, the superconducting qubit
would be replaced by an optical mode and the qubit
measurement statistics by photon counting statistics.
Furthermore, as well as being a potential platform to
test the collapse of quantum superpositions, the dis-
placemon device may also offer a promising route to-
wards tests of unconventional decoherence mechanisms
in entangled systems. In Ref. 61, it was proposed that
Furry’s hypothesis62—regarding spatially dependent de-
coherence mechanisms—could be tested in entangled op-
tomechanical systems. Meanwhile, a method for gener-
ating two-mode entangled Schrödinger-cat states via a
measurement operator equivalent to a two-mode version
of Eq. (25) was proposed in Ref. 63, which suggests a two-
mode displacemon system could be used to test Furry’s
hypothesis.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experiment proposed here integrates elements sim-
ilar to those currently employed in hybrid nanomechan-
ics, but operates in a largely unexplored parameter space.
Here we discuss briefly the main experimental challenges.
First there is the challenge of integrating comparatively
large moving elements into a transmon qubit. In three-
dimensional cQED64, the transmon is typically ∼ 1 mm
long, so it would need to be made 1 or 2 orders of mag-
nitude larger in order to accommodate resonators A and
B. There is no fundamental reason why this should not
work, but it would require modifications to the geometry
in order to keep the various capacitances involved within
the desirable range for cQED. Another geometrical chal-
lenge is that the thickness D envisaged in Table I is quite
large compared to the normal thickness of the supercon-
ducting layer in a transmon, which is typically less than
100 nm. Having fabricated the qubit, it will also be nec-
essary to operate it coherently away from its flux sweet
spot in order to achieve good electromechanical coupling.
The requirement to suppress thermal decoherence to

the point that other mechanisms become observable
means that the experiment must be performed at a very
low temperature. In a dilution refrigerator, if vibrational
noise is sufficiently suppressed, a mechanical resonator
typically65 thermalises to Teff ∼ 50 mK. With the aid of
nuclear magnetic demagnetization, a 15 MHz resonator
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was recently66 cooled to Teff = 0.5 mK.
Equally important with the cryostat temperature is the

mechanical noise at the resonator frequency, which heats
the resonator in the same way as an elevated environmen-
tal temperature. The environmental noise can be quan-
tified by a single-sided spectral density SXX(f), which
describes the motion of the substrate to which the res-
onator is clamped. Converting this position spectral den-
sity to a force spectral density SFF (f) = mΩ2SXX(f),
and using equipartition to relate the resulting motion to
an effective temperature leads to the relation40

Tmech
eff =

1

kB

QΩ3

4
SXX(2πΩ) (62)

where Tmech
eff is the mechanical contribution to the ef-

fective environmental temperature Teff . In general the
resonator will experience an environmental temperature
that is determined by the larger of Tmech

eff and the cryostat
temperature. For example, the 8.7 mK effective temper-
ature necessary to test gravitational collapse in Device A
with σ = σnuc requires

SXX(2πΩ) ≲
(
3.5× 10−16m/

√
Hz

)2

, (63)

while for Device B, with Teff = 1.5 K, the requirement is

SXX(2πΩ) ≲
(
1.6× 10−13m/

√
Hz

)2

. (64)

For comparison, the isolation platform built for Ad-
vanced LIGO has a vibration level below 10−12 m/

√
Hz

at 8 Hz and below 10−13 m/
√
Hz at 100 Hz, the high-

est frequency measured67. Thus, minimizing acoustic
noise by mechanically isolating the sample and even the
cryostat, and operating the resonator at an optimal fre-
quency, will be important to testing collapse mechanisms
in this frequency band.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have shown the potential of the displacemon de-
vice for tests of unconventional decoherence mechanisms
as predicted by objective collapse models, while carefully
considering the effects of conventional decoherence and
dissipation predicted by standard quantum theory. The
displacemon-based collapse testing protocol we introduce
consists of a cooling stage followed by a grating operation
on the resonator to prepare a non-Gaussian mechanical
state of motion. The measurement on the mechanically-
coupled superconducting qubit induces this grating op-
eration and occurs over a timescale much less than the
mechanical period. Therefore, our protocol is not con-
strained by the decoherence time of the qubit. The ap-
plication of a second grating after an integer number of
half-mechanical periods allows obtaining qubit measure-
ment statistics that are sensitive to the underlying de-
coherence mechanisms. In principle, an experiment with

the displacemon could be used to sense deviations from
standard quantum mechanics predicted by any collapse
model, regardless of whether a dynamical theory is pro-
posed (as in GRW, CSL, and Diósi’s theory) or not (as
in Penrose’s theory). In this paper, we have explored the
sensitivity of the displacemon device to the DP and CSL
collapse models specifically.
For the DP model, we have considered three possi-

bilities for the gravitational radius, namely the nuclear
radius, the zero-point amplitude of the beam resonator,
and the zero-point amplitude of a single constituent alu-
minium atom. We find that by minimising their effective
temperature, Devices A and B may be able to test for col-
lapse in the first case (gravitational radius equals nuclear
radius). Due to its lower frequency, Device B may also
be suitable for testing the second case (gravitational ra-
dius equals zero-point amplitude of the beam). However,
owing to the much larger length scale, our proposal is not
capable of testing collapse when the gravitational radius
equals the zero-point amplitude of a single aluminium
atom within the lattice.
For the CSL model, we have taken into account the

effect of the beam geometry on the momentum diffusion
rate induced by CSL collapse. Moreover, we have derived
an analytic result for the qubit measurement statistics in
our testing protocol. We do so using solutions to the
quantum Langevin equations for the system. This allows
us to study the sensitivity of our testing protocol to the
displacemon and CSL parameters, and identify regions of
parameter space where CSL can be investigated. While
the parameters chosen for Device A only permit CSL to
be tested at temperatures which are beyond current ca-
pabilities, the smaller mechanical frequency of Device B
allows a larger range of λCSL to be explored in temper-
ature regimes which could be reached with near-future
devices. In tests of both DP and CSL collapse, minimis-
ing the sensitivity of the devices to mechanical noise is
likely to be the biggest challenge a future experiment will
face.
We have shown that with technical advances in the

fabrication of hybrid nanomechanical devices and min-
imisation of vibration sensitivities, the displacemon de-
vice provides an experimentally feasible route for test-
ing collapse mechanisms in certain regions of parameter
space. Finally, our testing protocol is applicable to other
mechanical resonator devices, which can implement an
equivalent grating operation and demonstrate sensitivity
to decoherence in their measurement statistics. Thus, our
proposal opens new avenues for tests of objective collapse
models, complementary to matter-wave interferometery
experiments.
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Appendix A: CSL and thermal decoherence

Here we outline the steps taken to obtain the proba-
bility given in Eq. (60). Using Eq. (25), the probability

P (k,D) = ⟨Υ†
+(tk)Υ+(tk)⟩ can be written as:

P (k,D) =
1

4
⟨cos2

(
|α|x(tk)

)
⟩

=
1

2
+

1

2
⟨cos

(
2|α|x(tk)

)
⟩

(A1)

where the operator x(t) = X(t)/XZP is dimensionless.
Therefore we can solve the quantum Langevin equations
(written in dimensionless units) to obtain the following
solutions evaluated at tk = kπ/Ω:

x(tk) = e−γt/2x(0) + e−γt/2∆x(tk) , (A2a)

p(tk) = e−γt/2p(0) + e−γt/2∆p(tk) , (A2b)

where

∆x(tk) =

∫ tk

0

dt′eγt
′/2 sin(Ω(tk − t′))ξ(t′) , (A3a)

∆p(tk) =

∫ tk

0

eγt
′/2ξ(t′)

× [cos(Ω(tk − t′))− γ

2Ω
sin(Ω(tk − t′))]

(A3b)

and ξ(t) =
√
2XZPf(t)/ℏ such that f(t) = fth(t) +

fCSL(t). Substituting in these solutions into Eq. (A1)
and making use of the Isserlis-Wick theorem:

⟨ξ(t1)ξ(t2) . . . ξ(tn)⟩ =
(2s)!

2ss!
⟨ξ(t)ξ(t′)⟩

=
(2s)!

2ss!
(
√
2XZP)

2(Dth +DCSL) ,

(A4)

(for n = 2s, otherwise the expression evaluates to 0) we
arrive at the solution:

P (k,D) =
1

2
+

1

2
P0(tk) exp

[
− 8D|α|2 (1− e−kπγ/Ω)

γ(4 + γ/Ω)

]
(A5)

with

P0(0) =
1

2(1 + e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2)
×[

e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2(κ2+2κ+1)

+ e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2(κ2−2κ+1) + e−2(1+2n̄)|α|2κ2

]
(A6)

and κ = ekπγ/(2Ω). In the limit of a high quality factor
Q = Ω/γ ≫ 1 we can expand the term in the exponential
in Eq. (59):

− 8D|α|2 (1− e−kπ/Q)

γ(4 + 1/Q)
≈ −2Dkπ

Ω
(A7)

and thus obtain Eq. (60).
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